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Letter from the Editors 

Our task in editing Germinate was to capture a snapshot of the Media Arts 
Department through the work created this year. This proved to be quite the 
difficult task. We take pride in the diversity that exists in our department but 
also in our tendency to be, in the end, on one accord. This year we noticed 
that all of the pieces speak to the human experience in respect to interac
tions with nature, animals, and each other. We feel that this edition of Germi
nate demonstrates the department's growth not only in form and structure, 
but in our awareness and perception. 

As we prepare for college, we know that the department we leave behind 

this year will change next year, adapt new perspectives, evolve. We will do the 
same. We encourage the Media Arts department in all of its future endeavors 

and hope that we can give back as half as much as we learned. 

Julia Markham 
Erika Dickerson 
Florence Helbing 
Anna Green 



Black Pepper 
Caroline Kenworthy 

The wife cooks dinner. She marinates steak 
with Worcestershire, garlic, wine. 
She concocts a seasoning so hot 
that the lips pucker. 
the tongue sears. It is her way
of speaking with the man across the table,
who trudges through the front door;
too tired to speak. 

Nothing stirs him, 
not her hands, not her advances-
only, she has found, the sharp dark aroma
of the black peppercorn 
set on his plate. 



barefaced in camouflage, his tongue, a machete 
or in a stiff suit darker than midnight 
and kiss the brown of your hand. 

So Josephine, you mustn't sleep.
lay on his left with your legs spread.
Wear your skirt upon your face
and show your nakedness.
And in sorrow, in sorrow Josephine 
bring forth a girl 
and teach her that this is her inheritance,
that the body she inhabits
does not belong to her: 

it is a temple he will reside in 
whether barefoot or buskined, 
each time pulling at the ribcage 

he let her borrow. 
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Lake Monster
Alex Bertsche

My best friend is a lake monster, and
his name is Leo.

He was actually born Lionel Samson,
but I call him Leo. I didn't know his

name was Lionel when I gave him his

name, but it fits. Strange, yeah, but

nothing ever seemed normal about

our friendship.

All I know about Lionel is that he was
born three blocks from the lake in the

Wood Marsh town hospital. I know
this from my mom, and she knows this
because she was a nurse there before

she met dad and moved in with us.

My mom told me that Lionel's mom,
Margaret Samson, didn't have a hus-

band or a boyfriend when Lionel was

born, and that he got picked on until

halfway through fifth grade. She said

that on that day, His mom was late to
pick him up from school because of

4

a rainstorm that made the roads bad.

She said it was such a bad storm, dad

and I probably felt it, even in the city

where we use to live. So because his
mom was late to pick him up, the bul-
lies got the chance to tease him they

didn't get when the teachers were
around.

Once, I asked him about that day, but

all he said was that the other kids beat

him up pretty bad. He showed me the
scars.

My mom said that when his mom
picked him up, she had to drive home
on the roads by the lake. My mom
said that the roads by the lake were

still packed dirt a few years ago, so the

rainstorm turned them all into mud.

She said that Margaret lost control

of the car and it rolled off the road.

When the ambulance found the car,
the only thing that had stopped it

from rolling into the lake were the

two great big trees it hit My mom said
that Margaret was dead at the wheel,
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and that Lionel wasn't anywhere. She 
said that the police figured that he 
had gotten out and fallen into the lake 
and drowned, so they buried an empty 
casket next to Margaret at her funeral. 

But I know better. I know that Lionel 
got out of the car, and that he did fall 
into the lake. I also know that he didn't 
drown. He became the lake monster, 
and now lives in the marsh next to my 
house. Only now he's Leo. 

I met Leo when dad and I moved here 
with my mom. She isn't really my mom, 
but she likes it when I call her that. 
Her real name is Sally, and she married 
my dad when I was in sixth grade.We 
lived in the Keyroot City for a while, 
but she got homesick, so we moved 
back here to Wood Marsh. 
Dad would've done anything to make 
her happy, so we were packed and out 
of our old apartment by the fourth 
day of Christmas break. I didn't like the 
city all that much, but I was used to it 
and I didn't like the idea of moving all 

the way out to Wood Marsh halfway 
through the school year. 

My mom, dad and I had been in Wood 
Marsh for two and a half months.They 
were happy as I'd ever seen them. I 
tried to be happy for them, but some
thing just felt wrong with the whole 
move 
I didn't really know what it was that I 
was uncomfortable with. I didn't have 
any friends at school, but I also didn't 
have any enemies. I didn't mind though, 
because I was mostly left alone.And 
I was doing fine in all my classes. But 
Wood Marsh was like someone else's 
clothing. It just didn't fit me. It didn't 
feel like home. Most of my stuff was 
still in boxes, any way. I never got 
around to unpacking it. 
Thinking back, it was almost the sound 
of Wood Marsh that got to me. 
That was why I couldn't sleep. Our 
house was mere steps from the shore, 
and not only did my room smell of 
lake water, but the sounds of the 
waves, no matter how faint, kept me 

5 

up ever y night. It wasn't the constant 
noise of the city, where there had 
been fire engines and the blare of 
traffic and passing trains, and it wasn't 
completely quiet. Every time a wave 
washed against the shore or a bird 
called across the lake, it was always 
just a tiny sound on the edge of my 
mind that wouldn't let me fall asleep. 
But I guess the quiet is why I met Leo. 

The night I met Leo was a Thursday. 
By one o'clock I had almost gotten 
used to the water's sloshing against 
the shore. I was nearly asleep when it 
happened, but the new dock my mom 
and dad had built started creaking. I 
thought it was just the wood settling, 
but the sound was steady as a heart
beat and moving closer. It stopped as 
suddenly as 'it started, and for a few 
minutes there wasn't any other sound. 
The creaking started again, but it re
treated towards the water. There was 
a muted splash, then nothing. 
I tried to sleep again, but the creaking 
came back less than an hour later and 

6 

left before I could see what caused 
it. By then there was no way I coul< 
sleep with whatever was making th 
noise on the dock. I sat with my ba 
straight against the wall that servec 
my headboard, waiting for the sour 
The next time the sound came and 
settled down, I climbed out my win 
dow onto the front porch's overha 
Ten feet away, standing on the first 
plank of the dock was Leo. Several 
large strands of seaweed, dark gree 
and flecked with brown, were stud 
to his gangly frame, which was soa� 
wet. His dark hair hung down almo 
to the base of his neck and in front 
of his eyes, which seemed to glow 1 

the light of the porch lamp.To me, I 
looked like a drowned body I had ! 
on a lV show a few years ago. 
His gaze shifted from the front doc 
to the overhang, where I was sure 
could see me. I stared back, and aft 
a minute, I climbed down the ivy tr 
and onto the front porch. Leo hadr 
moved or spoken, only watched Ill) 
progress as I crossed the driveway 
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Get it through your head! Just keep it."
With that, he gave the sweater a final

shove, pushing me back. I stood there,
fuming with rage, and shoved the

sweater back into my backpack.

It was at least two in the morning, and

I sat on the edge of the docks, waiting

for him to show up. I was still angry
with Finn, but it was dying down. I

didn't have a reason to be angry. Finn

was just. Finn. That was just how he
was, how he would always be.
"Did you find one?"

I looked down to see him, his eyes

almost glowing yellow in the dim light.

"Yeah," I said, leaning over. "Leo."

His eyes widened slightly, then he

smiled.A small smile, but a real one.

"I tike it.."
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The Acrobat
Ian Karbal

Rungs vanish beneath me.

Reaching my platform above,
I step out to the rope ahead.

It sways and bends

before me. I feel

A thousand eyes fixed
upon me. Judging every

Baby step

In the spotlight

I bow for them, callous,

after perilous balancing acts.

Giant, Drop knee, carroll tree.
One final trick.
On the ends of seats
sitting stiff, they wait

silently for

Blunder

Blades of a fan

dance above me.

I lay alone

on top of sheets.
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The hollow clapping
fills my ears. I envision

earnest smiles.

Alone behind curtains,

I sink into a final

Bow

23

The hollow clapping
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Gravestones
Anna Green

The only sound,
is the hiss

of the moles' claws on the grass.

Digging around,

searching for treasure under the ground.

A token to give to Charon
as payment for a partner.

The moles scrape along the surface of stones

making a grating noise

that joins them in the night.

Accompanying the jarring music

are the words carved into the stones,

traced into a tune by the claws.

Wicling their pink noses,

the moles sniff the stones' surfaces.

While tracing the head-like tops

they are surprised by the shapes of the stones.

Those shadows much like their own.

Shock soon turns to joy

as the moles dip their heads to bow
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then weave among their stiffened partners,
leading the motionless stones

in the most moving dance since they left the earth.
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The Father
Florence Helbing

Won't you tell me
how to kill—where you found
the quick bite

and snap of your teeth. When you felt
the permanence in your bones.
Please, tell me:

where does that hide?
Please, show me
your teeth one more time.

What happened
to your restlessness, and

where do I put mine?

I see you

laid out in the sun on the grass:

made, a tired mounüin.What can I do

to wake you to me,

small enough to you to lose myself

on your back. To disappear

when you blink.

Will you show me
your teeth one more time:
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place of marching knives and old meat,

show meblack and hot; please,

what it means.
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aint no mansions on rampart street
Erika Dickerson

I aint never seen Ronald use a paper

napkin in my life he's got a habit

of wiping his hands on his work pants
and this I've known since I was in

pigtails and trainin bras I know its

rude to people watch but there's just

somethin a lil strange about a man
who lives on rampart street but can't
afford no paper napkins to clean his

hands wipes the mustard from his

muffuletta sandwich right on his good

he got a nice truck hepants

say is for work purposes only but

Geraldine a waitress down from the

bar on Bourbon street say he take

care of more business than he get paid
for in that truck it's no concern

of mine but Miss Maybell's wellbein is

Miss Maybell Mason is Ronald Mason's

mama bless her heart she only

got him for a son and he do her all the

28

shame in the world comin round

here only durin the evenings before

he go home to get changed for a date
with any one of his floozies of Üle

week I seen him just last night I

seen him pull up in front of his mama's

house with some woman in the car
he had come to give Miss Maybell her
dinner my mama used to make Miss
Maybell breakfast every morning and

send one of us kids cross the street

to give it to her she crippled and aint

got nobody to help her my mama
got lupus now and it's bad

got her bones sunken over like lard

so I cook for Miss Maybell now and
stay right on at my Mama's to keep
a lazy eye on both of them

Ronald showed up a quarter past nine

knowin his mama was already sleepin
with some floozy in the car and when

he went upstairs she got outta the car
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Kissing the Sun
Vanessa Mendenhall

Diana and her stars glow

When the rest of the world is asleep

I turn my back to her and run west

To the flaming arms beckoning to me
The way rose petals unfold to morning light

Fire licked the skin from my lips
Just as the wind pull leaves from the trees

It singed the hairs from my arm

I ate from blazing palms

Danced on white ashes

I lay with blushing embers

On fiery ribbons of gold
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Sharps and Flats
Becky Bernstein

Night after night

My hands glide over the keys,
My mind races over the notes,
eyes drift to the floorboard.

The pattern of a keyboard rises from its wooden slats.

An owl hoots relentlessly outside my window.
And the fence surrounds my house,
white in the light of moon.

Tonight, I'm up late practicing

I have played Moonlight Sonata

Tuo hundred times,
forever missing the second A note in the twenty-third measure,
I slam my fists against the keys, and leave the bench.

Moving through the house

out the door

I find my self in the garage.
My self in the dark.
I snatched a can of paint.

Black brush strokes against the white fence
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Black brush strokes against the white fence
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Back at the piano

t lay my hands down
black keys, white keys

the sounds are in my head.
They flow onto the keys, into the air.
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Afterthoughts of a Silent Discussion
Anna Green

I. Here

I had a thought the other day that

I stopped just to write it down.

After all, you said that you couldn't understand
Why there were miscommunications
Without even saying anything.

I can explain anything without a sound:

At the moment we are born
There is something beating
Within each moment.

We are petals spread from the budding center,
blood red and vulnerable.

I could write "we are flowers,"
Only to see that petals are for plants alone.

From those moments, you can see

Not petals
But words separated into
lines.

I don't know what you see most of the time.
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After the moments pass.
After both sides to the petals have been overturned.

All flowers bent away. Dried up from lack of rain.

For your imagination's sake,
I am still here
And these are the words you won't read.
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The Burning
Florence Helbing

It was noon, Monday. Matt and Marti-

nez sat on the curb in front of Marco's

Deli on the 22nd street strip, smoking.

"l heard smokin' squares lowers your

body temperature."
After a while, Martinez asked,

"where you heard that?" They both

watched a group of kids in their bath-

ing suits across the street, gathered in

front of a corner convenience store.

Their hair was slick with water and

they dragged their heavy, wet towels

on the ground, laughing hard about

some joke.

"l don't remember.A maga-

zine." Matt pulled the bottom of his

shirt up and wiped the sweat off his

forehead with it. "You think it's true?"

They had sat on this curb for quite a

while, after having walked all the way

up from Martinez's three-fiat a couple

of miles away. There was no place else

40

to go besides the strip. Everywhere

else was either residential, or run-

down and industrial, like the empty

warehouses on that asphalt lot past

Wright Avenue. On 1 6th, a guy could

go to the Italian American Associa-

tion-—if he was Italian, over 55, and

possibly out of a job—or the bowling
alley next door. But Matt and Martinez

returned to the strip even on their

days off, the way most people did, and

now they had nothing to do.
"You feel any colder?" Marti-

nez asked.

"Nah."

"Then it ain't true." He
flicked the last of his cigarette onto

the ground, and then snuffed it out

with his shoe. The group of kids finally

broke up and they all ran off in differ-

ent directions.

"Maybe you just gotta smoke
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dark, the thick maze of cheap houses

and decrepit alleys and trees.

Instead, he was tackled by several

policemen and the camera zoomed in.

Martinez made a low laugh. The man

was like an animal about to get hit by a

car, wide-eyed and washed-out by the

camera's light. A cop ground one side
of his face into the dirt and recited his

rights. They cuffed him, one cop with a

knee in his back to keep him pinned to

the ground. Matt stared at the screen,

but then looked over at Martinez He

wasn't sure if Martinez was laughing

still or if he felt the disappointment

that Matt did, embarrassed by it.
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4

Winters
Caroline Kenworthy

A common scene, Canadian geese necking
south, arrowing against the wind.

Every winter it happens but this winter

I see one, the leader, produce a rolling fold

in his wings, and he's slipped to the tail of the group.

Soon enough we took the sky, we built planes, and their shadows
swallowed birds, whose shadows crossed fences

and rested in the black, broken feathers

of trees, their wise eyes staring.
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Before Mama Told Me You Were High in Your Videos

For Mary J. Blige
Erika Dickerson

I always wondered what was under the blanket

of hot combed hair draped across

your forehead, a gold bobby pin

gleaming like the hoops dangling

from your tired lobes.

A slothful eye? A shiner? Maybe
nothing at all.And so I doused

my hair in pomade, laid
a flat iron on the chunk crookedly parted.

It sizzled like bacon on Sunday mornings.

I had nothing to hide, just

a regular black girl's eye and a shaggy brow

that somebody, maybe a boy even,
might lean into, and find a secret.
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slept & awoke
Jack Dunphy

Birds jump at his hand. He to fall down & sleep.
I thought eagle, a waving star.

It ripping past gates, fly in through walls.

Poor though, the smallest bird,

Not to live in house, but to fall there.

And flew it done, rippled near coaches, mattress.
Ceiling did not bother. Safety.

But he awoke with red dirt gteam in eye.

He swatted, ripping through height,
Caught bird, & then gone.

Punched back to wind, it gone & away.
He though, slept soon after banishing.
I saw trapped, he cared none.

Bird saw through liquid, .

He though, slept & awoke, and slept & awoke.
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Childhood Friends
Florence Hebing

wonder

if you think of me the way I was:
curled up on your roof in red dusk—

muddy feet, wild, summer-sweaty hair,
oblivious. If you remember me
timeless, and keep me,

a hot gem in your pocket.

Do you ever imagine me now,
the way that I think of you? That you feel

your impermanence. That your body knows
your life is a firework

arcing from obscurity—bright

streak against the blinking stars, crashing

to the spines of mountains for whom
movement is the commitment of a millennium.

Tiny cinder cooling into blackness.

I hope you find that your separation is an illusion;

the Earth has its hand on you all the time.

It will pull you back into its body

and dissolve you into rock,

and I will see you again.
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Properness
Julia Markham

The baby woke up from Joanie's breast
and yowled. The sound filled the room,

the entire house. The grandmother

was reminded of the days when

Joanie was that age, the mornings

when Joanie yowled like that and Hal
would take her, and calm her, and the

grandmother would have to go out-

side and drive the truck around in her

bathrobe and slippers until she had

calmed herself down enough. It would
take a while, sometimes as much as an
hour before she could come back She

would drive along the roads and just

watch the sky.

Bob took the baby from Joanie and

held it awkwardly in two hands, hold-

ing it out from him before bringing

it towards his body and shushing it,

rubbing its back. The grandmother

watched them, and Bob almost caught

her eye but she turned away and was

48

uncomfortable. Joanie put her hand

over the grandmother's, soft fleshy

palm against her wrinkled knuckles.

The grandmother felt that her daugh-
ter was happy.

Bob brought the baby over to the

table and motioned to give it to the

grandmother, smiling, propping it up

on his hip and gesturing with his free

hand. She took it hesitantly. It was

heavy and soft, and the grandmother

saw the baby's face for the first time.

Its eyes were blue, like its mother's.A

tiny fat fist poked out of the blanket

and waved and curled, grabbing at

nothing. It smiled, and its mouth was

shiny with spit. It made the grand-

mother happy, from somewhere deep

inside of her. She felt very strange and

very old, and out of place. She looked

at the baby and said its name, very

quietly, and it smiled again.
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The grandmother made a face and the

baby laughed. Joanie laughed, too, and

Bob laughed heartily and asked the
grandmother if she'd like some more

tea. The grandmother said yes, that

would be very nice, and she gave the

baby back to Joanie to hold. She held it

over her shoulder, and it drummed its
feet against her ribs and beat its hands

on her back weakly, sliding backward,

and Joanie hitched it up again with a

jerk. The baby gave a cough of discom-
fort Bob came to stand beside Joanie,

and he lifted the baby out from her

arms and held it The grandmother

took a sip of tea and laced her fingers

around the cup, supporting the bot-

tom with her pinkies.

In her room a while later, the grand-

mother held her rolled-up bathrobe

in her arms, looking at herself in the

mirror. She held one hand under it,

thumb curved around to the side,

and the other hand kept it to her

thin breast. It was made of very soft

terrycloth, and the grandmother

stroked its back with her fingers. She

murmured quietly and pretended she
was at her house, and the porch was

still new and her hair was still blonde,
tied up in a loose knot at the crown of

her head, and Hal was inside, reading,

and she was with the baby looking

out into the road. The grandmother

looked at the sky. It was still early, and

the only people out were a couple of

teenagers in puffy black coats, hitching

up their pants every so often, and the

sky was gray and pink. She passed a

time watching it, and when it was blue

she laid the bundle down on the bed,

very softly, and unrolled it, and picked

it up and draped it over her shoulders.

She put on her slippers and went into

the bathroom, stopping by the laundry

room to get some clean towels.
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